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S
elf-ordered nanoporous anodic alumi-

num oxide (AAO) is a versatile platform

for applications in the fields of sensing,

storage, separation, and the synthesis of one-

dimensional nanostructures.1–9 In contrast

to mesoporous materials formed by the self-

assembly of surfactants and block copoly-

mers, AAOs consist of arrays of nanopores

with high aspect ratios that may extend sev-

eral cm2.10–12 Self-ordered AAOs are ob-

tained by mild anodization (MA) in three ma-

jor self-ordering regimes with H2SO4, H2C2O4,

and H3PO4 solutions as electrolytes under ap-

propriate electrochemical conditions.13–18

The MA process, however, requires an anod-

ization time of typically more than 2 days, and

self-ordered pore growth only occurs in nar-

row process windows. Various attempts have

been made to overcome the drawbacks asso-

ciated with the MA process.18–22 A particu-

larly attractive alternative is the hard anodiza-

tion (HA) of Al substrates typically performed

at high anodization voltages U ranging from

40 to 150 V. H2C2O4-based HA enables the

rapid fabrication of long-range ordered AAOs

under self-ordering regimes characterized by

interpore distances Dint between 200 and 300

nm, a range that is not accessible by conven-

tional MA. Moreover, H2C2O4-HA allows the

time-consuming two-step procedure re-

quired for MA to be circumvented.22 Nano-

pores with diameters Dp ranging from 49 to

59 nm and depths Tp ranging from 50 to 70

!m can be grown on a time scale of 1 h and,

therefore much faster, than under MA condi-

tions. Another important advantage of the

HA process is the accessibility of AAOs with

porosities (portion of the pore openings of

the membrane surface) three times lower

than those of MA membranes.

It is highly desirable to extend the range

of accessible Dint values for HA AAOs to the

100 nm and sub-100 nm range. Analogous

to MA, where the use of H2SO4 as an elec-

trolyte leads to smaller Dint and Dp values as

compared to anodization with H2C2O4,

H2SO4-HA is a promising approach toward

the reduction of Dint and Dp under HA con-

ditions that yields AAOs with Dint values in

the range from 57 to 130 nm and Dp values

in the range from 22 to 50 nm.21,23–27 How-

ever, the AAO films thus obtained have

poor mechanical properties because they

exhibit a high density of cracks and struc-

tural defects. Therefore, it is necessary to

develop a H2SO4-HA process that provides

AAOs stable enough for real-life applica-

tions. To this end, a better understanding

of the mechanism of the HA process is

required.

Here, we report on the detailed investi-

gation of the self-ordering behavior in

nanoporous AAOs during H2SO4-HA at U "

27– 80 V. Starting from the procedures re-

ported by Chu et al. (denoted as type I HA),

we developed a modified H2SO4-HA pro-

cess that involves less harsh anodization
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ABSTRACT The self-ordering of nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) in the course of the hard

anodization (HA) of aluminum in sulfuric acid (H2SO4) solutions at anodization voltages ranging from 27 to 80 V

was investigated. Direct H2SO4-HA yielded AAOs with hexagonal pore arrays having interpore distances Dint

ranging from 72 to 145 nm. However, the AAOs were mechanically unstable and cracks formed along the cell

boundaries. Therefore, we modified the anodization procedure previously employed for oxalic acid HA (H2C2O4-

HA) to suppress the development of cracks and to fabricate mechanically robust AAO films with Dint values ranging

from 78 to 114 nm. Image analyses based on scanning electron micrographs revealed that at a given anodization

voltage the self-ordering of nanopores as well as Dint depend on the current density (i.e., the electric field strength

at the bottoms of the pores). Moreover, periodic oscillations of the pore diameter formed at anodization voltages

in the range from 27 to 32 V, which are reminiscent of structures originating from the spontaneous growth of

periodic fluctuations, such as topologies resulting from Rayleigh instabilities.

KEYWORDS: anodic aluminum oxide · self-assembly · nanopores · membranes ·
hard anodization · templates · modulated pore structure
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conditions (denoted as type II HA).21,22 Type I HA

starts under galvanostatic conditions (constant current

density) and switches to potentiostatic conditions (con-

stant anodization voltage) after having reached a set

target voltage UT. This process leads to the formation

of AAO membranes with insufficient mechanical stabil-

ity. In the case of type II HA, potentiostatic conditions

are maintained during the entire process by starting the

anodization under MA conditions. Subsequently, the

anodization voltage is gradually increased, following a

properly designed voltage profile. We show that type II

HA yields AAOs with Dint values ranging from 78 to

114 nm and Dp values ranging from 15 to 30 nm that

show significantly improved mechanical stability and

structural integrity. Furthermore, we report a self-

ordering phenomenon that leads to the occurrence of

periodic oscillations of the pore diameter in the voltage

range from U " 27 V to U " 32 V, which is, however,

not understood in detail yet.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Type I HA. Analyzing the morphologies of AAO layers

obtained by stopping type I HA performed at UT " 40

V at different stages revealed that the mechanism of the

pore formation is different from that in MA. Figure 1

shows typical SEM images of the undersides of AAOs af-

ter the opening of the pore bottoms. The obtained mor-

phologies correspond to specific U values in the volt-

age profile of type I HA (Figure 9). If type I HA was

interrupted at U " 27 V, the nanopore arrays were dis-

ordered (Figure 1a). However, the nanoporous films ex-

hibited a significantly better ordering at U " 32 V (Fig-

ure 1b). The ordering further improved until U reached

UT (Figure 1c).

To analyze the pore arrays in more detail, cross-

sectional specimens of type I HA samples, the anodiza-

tion of which was stopped at U " 27 V (Figure 2a), U

" 32 V (Figure 2b), and during the transition from the

galvanostatic to the potentiostatic mode at U " UT " 40

V (Figure 2c) were investigated by transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM). In general, independent of the

UT value and for current densities j # 750 mA cm$2 dis-

ordered pore arrays containing some pores with closed

ends form at U ! 27 V. In the segments of the pore ar-

rays that were formed at U " 27–32 V, where the ini-

tially disordered pore growth becomes ordered, peri-

odic oscillations of the pore diameter occur, as

discussed below in more detail (Periodic Oscillations of

the Pore Diameter). The segments of the AAOs formed

at U % 32 V are characterized by straight and aligned

pores with uniform diameter.

We analyzed scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

images of pore arrays corresponding to different stages

of type I HA by real-space image analysis in order to in-

vestigate the evolution of Dint quantitatively. Figure 3a

displays Dint and the proportionality constant &HA "

Dint/U as a function of U as long as the system is in the

galvanostatic regime (voltage range below 40 V in Fig-

ure 3a). It is evident that Dint increases along with U, for

example, from Dint " 55 nm at U " 27 V to Dint " 72

nm at U " UT " 40 V. In addition, we measured Dint for

different UT values at the transition from the galvano-

static to the potentiostatic mode (voltage range above

40 V in Figure 3a). We found a linear dependence of Dint

on UT. Dint increases from 91 nm at UT " 50 V to 117

nm at UT " 65 to 145 nm at UT " 80 V. Moreover, Dint in-

creases slightly without affecting the ordering of the

pore arrays as the anodization is continued at UT in the

potentiostatic mode, for example, from 72 nm at the

Figure 1. SEM images of the undersides of AAOs formed by
type I HA. After selectively etching the Al substrate, the pore
bottoms were opened by ion milling. (a, b) AAOs formed un-
der galvanostatic conditions (j ! 120 mA cm"2). The anod-
ization was stopped at (a) U ! 27 V and (b) U ! 32 V. (c) AAO
membrane the anodization of which was stopped at the
transition point from the galvanostatic mode to the poten-
tiostatic mode with UT set to 40 V.
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transition point to 75 nm after further anodization for

10 min at UT " 40V. &HA lies in the range from 1.8 to 2.0

nm V$1 and is therefore significantly smaller than for

MA (&MA " 2.5 nm V$1). Under galvanostatic conditions,

&HA decreases until U equals UT. The largest domains

identified in SEM images of type I HA AAOs at the tran-

sition point from the galvanostatic to the potentio-

static regime for UT values of 40, 65, and 80 V, as deter-

mined by image analysis procedures reported

elsewhere,28 had areas of 6.24, 4.32, and 5.03 !m2,

respectively.

Figure 3b shows the dependence of Dint and &HA

on j at UT " 40 V, also determined at the transition

point from the galvanostatic to the potentiostatic re-

gime. The comparison of the full widths at half-

maximum of the nearest neighbor distance distribu-

tions reveals that the pores formed at higher j values

are less ordered than those formed at smaller j values.

The Dint values of AAOs formed at UT " 40 V decrease

from Dint " 84 nm for j " 25 mA cm$2 to Dint " 70 nm

for j " 1000 mA cm$2. &HA lies in the range from 2.1

to 1.75 nm V$1, revealing that j is a key parameter gov-

erning Dint if U is kept constant.

Figure 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of AAOs in the prox-
imity of the pore bottoms formed by type I HA at (a) U < 27
V, (b) U ! 27–32 V, and (c) U ! 32– 40 V under galvano-
static conditions (j ! 120 mA cm"2).

Figure 3. Dependence of Dint and #HA for type I HA (a) on
the anodization voltage and (b) on the current density. The
error bars correspond to the full widths at half-maximum of
the nearest neighbor peaks in the pair distribution functions
obtained from SEM images. In (a) below 40 V the system
was in the galvanostatic mode with j ! 120 mA cm"2 and
UT ! 40 V. In the voltage range from 50 to 80 V Dint and #HA

were determined at the transition point from the galvano-
static to the potentiostatic regime (U ! UT) with the current
density limitation adjusted to 200 mA cm"2. In (b) different
current densities for the galvanostatic regime were set, and
Dint and #HA were determined at the transition point from
the galvanostatic to the potentiostatic regime at UT ! 40 V.
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The pore growth under type I HA conditions is

much faster than that under MA conditions. For j "

120 mA cm$2 the pore depth Tp increased from 11.5

!m at U " 27 V to 40 !m at U " 32 V. At the transi-

tion from the galvanostatic mode to the potentiostatic

mode at U " UT " 40 V, Tp amounted to 129 !m, and Tp

reached 140 !m after further anodization under poten-

tiostatic conditions (UT " 40 V) for 10 min, as deter-

mined by SEM screenings of cross-sectional specimens.

Moreover, the Tp value obtained at the transition from

the galvanostatic to the potentiostatic regime increased

from 129 !m for UT " 40 V to 190 !m for UT " 50 V

to 230 !m for UT " 65 V to 300 !m for UT " 80 V. We

also found a decrease of Tp along with increased values

of the set current density limitation in the galvano-

static mode. For AAO formed with UT " 40 V, at the

transition from the galvanostatic to the potentiostatic

regime Tp values of 320, 178, 129, and 73 !m were

found for current density limitations of 25, 50, 120, and

1000 mA cm$2, respectively.

AAOs prepared by type I HA exhibit a greenish

brown to deep brown color and contain many burns

and cracks discernible even with the naked eye (Figure

4a). The membranes are very brittle, and SEM investiga-

tions revealed that type I HA AAO may contain also

cracks along cell boundaries. An example of a sample

with particularly weak cell junctions leading to crack

formation along the cell boundaries,21,23,27,29 which

was anodized with a UT " 65 V and j " 200 mA cm$2,

is seen in Figure 4b. Only AAOs formed at UT " 40 V

with a limiting current density of j " 750 mA cm$2 are

colorless and transparent but show pronounced fis-

sures along the cell boundaries too.

Chu et al.21 previously suggested that the use of

“aged sulfuric acid” would significantly influence type

Figure 5. Representative SEM images of the undersides of
AAOs formed by type II HA at (a) UT ! 40 V (j ! 73 mA cm"2)
and (b) UT ! 65 V (j ! 50 mA cm"2). After the Al substrate
was selectively etched, the pore bottoms were opened by
ion milling.

Figure 6. Dependence of Dint and #HA on the current density
for type II HA at UT ! 40 V and UT ! 65 V. The error bars cor-
respond to the full widths at half-maximum of the nearest
neighbor peaks in the pair distribution functions obtained
from SEM images. The lines are guides for the eyes.

Figure 4. (a) Optical micrograph of an AAO film formed at
UT ! 40 V (j ! 200 mA cm"2) under type I HA conditions
containing macroscopic burns and cracks. (b) SEM image of
a type I HA AAO film formed at UT ! 65 V (j ! 200 mA cm"2).
Under these conditions, the pronounced formation of cracks
along the cell boundaries is observed.
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I HA. In order to investigate the potential impact of

Al(III) species dissolved in the electrolyte solutions on

type I HA, we performed three series of control experi-

ments by using H2SO4 solutions containing different

concentrations of Al(III). For this purpose, we prepared

H2SO4 electrolyte solutions (i) by preanodizing alumi-

num substrates for various anodization times following

the protocols reported by Chu et al.,21 (ii) by dissolving

AAOs prepared by H2SO4 anodization, and (iii) by add-

ing Al2(SO4)3 · 8H2O to 10 vol % H2SO4. However, we

could not observe any influence of the type of electro-

lyte solution used on type I HA.

Type II HA. The occurrence of structural defects such

as cracks in AAOs prepared by type I HA is a severe

drawback for their use in practical applications. In or-

der to improve the mechanical integrity of AAOs pro-

duced by H2SO4-HA, we adopted a procedure previ-

ously reported for H2C2O4-HA,22 in which potentiostatic

conditions are maintained throughout the entire pro-

cess (type II HA, cf. Experimental Section). To investi-

gate the dependence of the morphology on UT and on

j, we performed type II HA at UT " 40 V and 1 °C as well

as at UT " 65 V and –1.5 °C. After UT had been reached,

we anodized the samples for different anodization

times ranging from 15 to 180 min. To ensure that the

anodized areas of the Al substrates are completely cov-

ered with porous alumina, the maximum value of j in

the course of type II HA at UT " 40 V must be larger

than 127 mA cm$2. For type II HA at UT " 65 V, j must

be kept at 380 mA cm$2 by sufficient cooling to avoid

pronounced burning of the AAO layer. The AAO films

thus obtained exhibited either a greenish light gray

color for UT " 40 V or a light gray color for UT " 65 V.

Figure 5 shows representative SEM images of the un-

dersides of type II HA AAOs formed at UT " 40 V (Fig-

ure 5a) and at UT " 65 V (Figure 5b) after the opening of

the pore bottoms.

The Dint value of AAOs formed under MA condi-

tions with H2SO4, H2C2O4, and H3PO4 solutions is pro-

portional to the applied anodization voltage (&MA " 2.5

nm V$1).30–32 However, under HA conditions j needs

to be controlled too in order to achieve uniform pore

growth. To this end, it is crucial to elucidate the depen-

dence of Dint and &HA on UT and j in the course of type

II HA, which is displayed in Figure 6 for UT " 40 V and

UT " 65 V. While Dint increases along with UT, &HA de-

creases with increasing UT (&HA " 1.95 nm V$1 and Dint

" 78 nm for UT " 40 V; &HA " 1.75 nm V$1 and Dint "

114 nm for UT " 65 V). This implies that, in contrast to

MA, the anodization voltage in the H2SO4-HA process is

not the only parameter determining Dint. As evident

from Figure 6, both Dint and & increase as j decreases, re-

vealing that j is also a control parameter determining

Dint under HA conditions. In the case of type II HA at UT

" 40 V, &HA increased from 1.58 nm V$1 for j " 127

mA cm$2 (t(UT) " 15 min; t(UT) " anodization time un-

der potentiostatic condition) to 1.95 nm V$1 for j " 27

mA cm$2 (t(UT) " 180 min). For type II HA at UT " 65 V,

&HA increased from 1.53 nm V$1 for j " 81 mA cm$2

(t(UT) " 30 min) to 1.75 nm V$1 for j " 34 mA cm$2

(t(UT) " 90 min). For type II HA at UT " 65 V, ordered

pore growth only occurs in the current density range

from 34 to 81 mA cm$2. For type II HA at UT " 40 V,

the ordering of the pores was conserved even at j " 27

mA cm$2 (t(UT) " 180 min). According to our real space

image analyses on SEM micrographs of type II HA

AAOs,28 the size of the largest domain was estimated

to be 7.85 !m2 for the sample formed at UT " 40 V and

j " 41 mA cm$2 (t(UT) " 120 min), and 4.85 !m2 for

the sample formed at UT " 65 V and j " 34 mA cm$2

(t(UT) " 90 min). As in the case of type I HA, the pore

Figure 7. (a) Optical micrograph of a type II HA AAO film formed at
UT ! 40 V. (b) SEM images of a type II HA AAO film formed at UT !
65 V exhibiting plastic deformations which locally affect the pore
ordering.
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growth in the course of type II HA is significantly faster

than that in conventional MA. The Tp value of type II

HA anodized at j " 127 mA cm$2 for t(UT) " 15 min

amounted to 95 !m, and AAO anodized at j " 27 mA

cm$2 for t(UT) " 180 min had a Tp value of 360 !m. For

UT " 65 V, type II HA led to a Tp value of 155 !m if

the AAOs were anodized at j " 135 mA cm$2 for t(UT)

" 15 min, and to a Tp value of 400 !m if the AAOs were

anodized at j " 25 mA cm–2 for t(UT) " 120 min. The ad-

ditional dependence of the morphology of the pore ar-

rays on j potentially poses problems with respect to the

controllability of the pore growth in the course of type

II HA. However, as obvious from Figure 6, there is a pla-

teau where changes of j result in only negligible

changes of Dint. Consequently, it should be possible to

achieve largely uniform pore growth within certain pro-

cess windows without the need to control j in addition

to UT. As a perspective on engineering of AAO mem-

branes, it might be possible to deliberately leverage j

to extend the accessible Dint range or to fabricate even

tapered pores.

As compared to type I HA, we observed a strongly

reduced density of cracks in AAO films obtained by

type II HA at UT " 40 V (Figure 7a). In the case of AAO

films formed by type II HA at UT " 65 V, cracks were

completely absent. Also, we did not observe pore struc-

tures with distinctively weak cell junctions, unlike in

the case of the type I HA sample shown in Figure 4b.

However, AAO films formed by type II HA at UT " 65 V

exhibited macroscopic corrugations extending the en-

tire surface of the sample, indicating the occurrence of

plastic deformations in the AAO layer or in the underly-

ing aluminum substrate (Figure 7b). We speculate that

the quality and the structural integrity of the AAOs

strongly depend on the local heat production during

the HA process. Type II HA performed at UT " 75 V was

accompanied by a strong increase of j, pronounced for-

mation of cracks and the occurrence of plastic deforma-

tions in the oxide film. It is reasonable to assume that

the reaction was too exothermic for the efficient re-

moval of the reaction heat from the reaction front.

Periodic Oscillations of the Pore Diameter. AAOs formed at

U " 27–32 V (cf. voltage profiles in Figures 9 and 10)

show periodic oscillations of the pore diameter with a

period of about 150 nm. This phenomenon was found

commonly both for type II (Figure 8a) and for type I HA

(Figure 8, panels b and c). The pore shapes thus formed

are reminiscent of structures that originate from the

spontaneous growth of periodic fluctuations, for ex-

ample, of morphologies formed by Rayleigh instabili-

ties33 or spinodal decomposition.34 Yet, the mechanism

leading to the formation of the oscillations is not under-

stood. Apparently, the occurrence of the oscillations is

associated with the transition from MA to HA condi-

tions. The U profile of type I HA (Figure 9) exhibits a

shoulder in the voltage range from 27 to 32 V where

the oscillations form. If the anodization is stopped at U

# 27 V, no pore diameter oscillations can be observed.

However, if the anodization is interrupted at U " 32 V,

modulated pores are always found. Assuming that the

length of the pore segments exhibiting diameter oscil-

lations is related to the transit time through the critical

voltage range from 27 to 32 V, the length of the modu-

lated pore segments should be inversely proportional

to the limiting current. The lower the value of the limit-

ing current density is set, the slower U increases in the

galvanostatic regime and the slower the transit through

the critical voltage range. For j " 750 mA cm$2 the

shoulder peak in the type I HA voltage profiles van-

ishes along with the pore diameter oscillations, and in-

stead a steep, nearly linear increase of the voltage oc-

curs in the galvanostatic mode. As discussed above

(Type I HA), these AAOs exhibit many fissures along

the cell boundaries (Figure 4b).

The experimental determination of the depth of

the modulated pore segments is far from being

trivial. TEM analysis is limited to the area of cross-

sectional specimens (cf. Experimental Section) that

can be thinned to electron transparency, which has

a maximum diameter of about 5 !m. Cross-sectional

specimens for SEM investigations prepared by cleav-

ing the AAOs commonly break along the cell bound-

aries so that the topology of the pores cannot be im-

Figure 8. Electron microscopy images displaying AAO seg-
ments with modulated pores that form in the voltage range
from 27 to 32 V. The white arrows indicate the growth direc-
tion of the AAOs. (a) Cross sectional SEM image of a type II
HA AAO. (b) Cross sectional TEM image of type I HA (j !
200 mA cm"2). (c) Cross sectional TEM image of a type I HA
AAO (j ! 120 mA cm"2) showing the transition from pore
segments with a modulated pore shape to pore segments
with uniform diameter.
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aged. However, for a type II HA sample (UT " 65 V)

accidentally broken along the pore axes, the depth

of the modulated pore segments was found to be

6.5 !m.

Strikingly, the formation of the oscillations at U "

27$32 V is accompanied by an intense evolution of

gas bubbles over the entire surface of the samples. Pre-

vious studies revealed that oxygen is generated in

barrier-type anodic oxide films formed on binary alumi-

num alloys.35,36 The estimated pressure of typical

bubbles with radii of around 40 nm is as high as 100

MPa, which is believed to be sufficient to cause plastic

deformation of the pore walls in AAOs that have a fluid-

like consistency near the reaction front. Recently,

Garcia-Vergara et al. suggested that the stress associ-

ated with the dynamic expansion of oxygen bubbles

during the anodization process causes a flow of the

freshly formed alumina from the bottoms of the pores

toward the cell walls.37 We speculate that a periodic os-

cillation of the reaction rate could result in a periodic os-

cillation of the gas production rate, which in turn could

lead to a periodic change of the compressive stress

and a periodic modulation of the pore diameter.

CONCLUSIONS

The self-ordering behavior of nanoporous anodic

aluminum oxide formed by hard anodization in sul-

furic acid solutions was investigated. The procedures

reported so far (type I HA) can be divided into a

first stage, in which the anodization takes place un-

der galvanostatic conditions, and a second stage, in

which the anodization takes place under potentio-

static conditions. However, AAOs produced by type

I HA have poor mechanical properties and show a

pronounced tendency toward the formation of fis-

sures along the cell boundaries. Potentiostatic con-

ditions are maintained throughout a modified

H2SO4-HA process (type II HA) that is an adapta-

tion of a previously reported H2C2O4-HA process.22

Type II HA yields AAOs with pore depths up to sev-

eral 100 !m and significantly improved mechanical

properties as compared to AAOs obtained by type I

HA. Above all, the formation of cracks along the cell

boundaries, a severe drawback associated with type

I HA, can be suppressed during type II HA. Real-

space image analyses based on SEM micrographs re-

vealed that efficient self-organization of the nano-

pores takes place in the target voltage range from

UT " 40 V to UT " 80 V, resulting in interpore dis-

tances ranging from Dint " 70 nm to Dint " 145 nm.

The ratio of Dint to the anodization voltage, &HA, lies

in the range from 1.75 to 2.1 nm V$1 and is therefore

significantly smaller than that of mild anodization

(&MA " 2.5 nm V$1). The interpore distance in the

AAOs depends not only on the anodization voltage

but also on the current density, as previously re-

ported for H2C2O4-HA.22 Hence, Dint changes during

H2SO4-HA. To achieve uniform pore growth, the cur-

rent density has to be controlled not only under gal-

vanostatic conditions but also under potentiostatic

conditions. However, our results indicate that within

certain process windows largely uniform pore

growth in the course of type II HA can be achieved

without the need of controlling the current density

in addition to the anodization voltage. For applica-

tions in the fields of separation, storage, and cataly-

sis, a tapered pore profile might be tolerable any-

way. A striking finding is that the transition between

mild anodization and hard anodization occurring at

anodization voltages in the range from 27 to 32 V is

accompanied by the formation of periodic oscilla-

tions of the pore diameter with a wavelength of the

order of 150 nm. Further optimization of H2SO4-

based hard anodization will enable the fabrication

of AAOs suitable for real-life applications.

Figure 9. Current and voltage profiles of H2SO4-MA for UT !
25 V and of H2SO4-type I HA for UT ! 40 V and j ! 120 mA
cm"2. The voltage range where type I HA yields modulated
nanopores is indicated by a rectangle.

Figure 10. . Current density and voltage profiles of H2SO4-
type II HA for UT ! 40 V.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Aluminum sheets (Goodfellow and Advent, 99.999%) were

chemically cleaned in an aqueous mixture of 20 mL of 37 wt %

HCl, 10 mL of 65 wt % HNO3, 1 mL of 5 wt % HF, and 69 mL of H20

at 60 °C. The sheets were then annealed for 3 h at 550 °C under

nitrogen atmosphere and electrochemically polished in a 1:4

mixture of 65 wt % HClO4 and 99.5 wt % ethanol under vigor-

ous stirring. All HA experiments were carried out using an elec-

trochemical cell38 connected with a Keithley 2430 power supply.

Both the casing and the ground plate of the cell were cooled.

The anodized area was 0.785 cm2.

In the type I HA experiments the anodization of surface-

finished aluminum sheets was performed at set target voltages

UT ranging from 40 to 80 V at 1 °C in 1.8 M H2SO4 under vigor-

ous stirring. At the early stage of type I HA the electrochemical

oxidation of aluminum starts in the galvanostatic mode. The cur-

rent density j (current divided by the sample surface) is then

equivalent to the set limiting current value of the power supply

and was typically set to values in the range from 25 to 1000 mA

cm$2. The initial rise of the voltage U is followed by a shoulder

peak in the voltage profile at around 27–32 V (marked by the

rectangle in Figure 9). When U reaches UT, the anodization

switches into the potentiostatic mode and j decreases exponen-

tially. For a given UT value the time the system is in the galvano-

static mode mainly depends on the value of the limiting cur-

rent. Typical anodization profiles for type I HA and for H2SO4-

based MA at UT " 25 V are shown in Figure 9.

Type II HA was performed at temperatures between $1.5

and '1 °C and with UT values in the range from 40 and 100 V.

The aluminum sheets were at first anodized under MA condi-

tions (UT " 25 V in 0.3 M H2SO4) for 10 min to produce a thin po-

rous alumina surface layer. Subsequently, the 0.3 M H2SO4 solu-

tion was replaced with a 0.03 M H2SO4 solution and U was

gradually increased to UT at a rate of 0.1 V s$1. Thus, in contrast

to type I HA, potentiostatic conditions were maintained during

the entire process. A steady increase of j was observed along

with the increase of U. When UT was reached, j first increased to

a maximum value and then decreased exponentially. A similar

current–time profile was observed for H2C2O4-HA and malonic

acid-HA.22,39 A typical anodization profile of type II HA is shown

in Figure 10.

After the anodization, the remaining aluminum substrate

was selectively removed by a wet-chemical etching step with a

solution containing 3.4 g of CuCl2 · 2H2O, 100 mL of 37 wt % HCl,

and 100 mL of H2O. The AAOs thus treated were investigated

by SEM at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV using a JSM 6340F mi-

croscope and by TEM using a JSM 1010 machine operated at

100 kV. For the SEM studies the barrier layer covering the pore

bottoms of the AAOs was removed by ion-milling (DuoMill 600,

Gatan). The oxide debris generated during ion milling was

washed off by immersing the membranes into 10 wt % H3PO4

at 20 °C for 7 min. The Dint values displayed in Figures 3 and 6

correspond to the maxima of the nearest neighbor peaks of the

pair distribution functions obtained by real space image analysis

of SEM images of the undersides of the AAO membranes.28 The

lengths of the error bars correspond to the full widths at half-

maximum of the nearest neighbor peaks. For the TEM studies,

cross-sectional specimens were prepared by slicing about 400

!m thick sections from samples embedded in epoxy resin with

a diamond wire. The sections were ground and polished to a

thickness of about 80 !m, dimple-ground, and further polished

to a thickness less than 15 !m. The samples were then thinned

to electron-transparency by ion etching from both sides with Ar

ions (PIPS, Gatan).
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